The spectral radius of a Coxeter transformation which plays an important role in the representation theory of hereditary algebras [see V. Dlab, C.M. Ringel, Eigenvalues of Coxeter transformations and the Gelfand±Kirillov dimension of the preprojective algebras, Proc. AMS 83 (1990) 228±232] is its important invariant. This paper provides both upper and lower bounds for the spectral radii of the Coxeter transformations of wild stars (i.e. trees that have a single branching point and are neither of Dynkin nor of Euclidean type). In addition, the paper determines limit of the spectral radii of particular in®nite sequences of wild stars and shows dierent classes of graphs with the same limit. The basic idea is to reduce the study of spectral radii of trees to the spectral radii of particular valued graphs with inde®nite type of associated generalized Cartan matrix. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
De®nitions and preliminary results
The purpose of the paper is to characterize the spectrum of the trees with one branching point.
www.elsevier.com/locate/laa Throughout the graph D will be always a ®nite graph without multiple edges and without loops, i.e. a ®nite set s f1Y 2Y F F F Y ng of the vertices, together with a set of (unordered) pairs iY j P s Â sY i T j P s (called the edges of D).
A valued graph DY v is a graph D together with a valuation v de®ned as follows:
For De®nition. A (vlued) str is a valued graph DY v such that the underlying graph D is a connected tree (i.e. a graph without cycles) such that there is a vertex i 0 P s satisfying the following condition: i T i 0 , v iYj T 0 for at most two j P s.
An orienttion X of a valued graph DY v given by prescribing, for each edge iY j of DY vY an order (indicated by an arrow:
Since, for a valued star, our considerations will not depend on a particular orientation, we always choose the orientation such that for all i P s there is a unique, oriented path from i 0 . Moreover, we choose an order in such a way that each path
Given an orientation X of a star DY vY we de®ne the goxeter trnsformtion (see e.g. [3] ) C X C n 3 C n Y C C DYX as follows: For all x P C n Y Cx r 1 r 2 F F F r n x, where r i y z is given by z j y j for j T iY z i r i y i jPs v jYi y j À y i X Some valued stars are of particular importance: For example, the Dynkin and some Euclidean graphs are valued stars. All other stars will be called wild strs.
The characteristic polynomial v D x of the matrix of a Coxeter transformation C is called the goxeter polynomil of CX The spetrum SpecDY v of the valued graph DY v is the set of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix e eD ij of DY vX If SpecC XYD is the spectrum (i.e the set of all eigenvalues) of the Coxeter transformation CY the spetrl rdius of C is given by
If the valuation v is trivial, we write simply v D and qDX Throughout our paper, we will use freely the following statements. Proposition 1.1 [1] . he goxeter polynomil of vlued tree does not depend on its orienttionF
The following statement is proved for bipartite ®nite oriented graph without oriented cycle. For a star, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1 [5] . he goxeter polynomil of wild str hs extly two rel roots nd one irreduile nonEylotomi ftorF
We set v k x x k À 1ax À 1Y k P ZX It is easy to see that the Coxeter trans-
De®nition. The valued trees C 1 and C 2 are called qusiEospetrl if they have the same non-cyclotomic irreducible factor of their Coxeter polynomial.
The following lemma allows us to count the Coxeter polynomials of graphs containing only two dierent types of arms.
Lemma 2.2. he wild strs
Proof. Let us denote by i the adjacency matrix of a line of length i and the
The adjancency matrix e of the graph C rYs nYk is as follows:
e 0 e 1Yn e 1Yn F F F e 1Yn e 1Yk e 1Yk F F F e 1Yk
where v j denotes the linear graph of length j. Clearly, the adjacency matrix e of C 2 is the matrix e
Denote by s j the identity matrix of size j Â j. Clearly, the matrix
and e e 0 2e 1Yn 0
The matrix e consists of two blocks (of size n Â r À 1 and k Â s À 1) corresponding to linear components of C 2 and of a submatrix corresponding to the adjacency matrix C rYs nYk . By Theorem 1.3, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the roots of the characteristic polynomial and of the Coxeter polynomial of a valued tree. This completes the proof. Ã Lemma 2.3. vet C 0 e onneted ®nite grph nd v 0 its ritrry vertex of degree oneF vet C 1 e the grph otined from C 1 y dding n edge
indutively C k e the grph otined from C 0 y dding pth Proof. The characteristic polynomial of C 2 can be obtained by (see [2] )
The Coxeter polynomial v Ci satis®es the recurence relation
Thus, one may ®nd recursively the polynomial v Ci x v Ci x x 1v C iÀ1 x À xv C iÀ2 x and we get
Denote q k the spectral radius of Coxeter transformation of C k (i.e. q k qCC k Y and write q lim k3I q k X Taking x q k Y we have v kÀ1 q k v 2 q k À v 1 q k Àv 1 q k X Since by Theorem 1.3 the polynomial v C 1 x is bounded on the interval q 1 Y m 2 À 1Y where m is the maximum of degrees of C 1 , we get
where b 0 is the maximal value of jv C 1 xj for x P q 1 Y m 2 À 2X It follows that, for arbitrary b 0Y there exists k P NY such that jv 2 
Proof. For the adjacency matrix e 1 of C 1 is
i.e. the matrix of the Coxeter transformation of C 1 is 
The following statement shows that Coxeter polynomials of stars with dierent degree of their branching point may have the same irreducible factors.
Proposition 2.5. he wild strs
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the non-cyclotomic irreducible factor of the Coxeter polynomials of C 0Ys 0Ym and C 0Ys 0Ym coincide, where
Moreover, the irreducible non-cyclotomic factor of the Coxeter polynomial of the graph C 1Ys mÀ1Y1 is the irreducible non-cyclotomic factor of the Coxeter polynomial of the graph C
The graphs C 0Ys 0Ym and C 1Ys mÀ1Y1 can be obtained from the graphs 3 Ð 2 Ð 1Ys 1 and 2 Ð 1 Ð sY1 3 by adding a path. Using formula (1), we have
Similarly, in consequence of Lemma 2.2, we see that the graphs C 1Ys mYk and C 1Ys kÀ1Ym1 are both quasi-cospectral with the graph
It is known (see [6] ) that if
Y s b 3 (which is not Dynkin). According to Lemma PFQ, the irreducible factor of its Coxeter polynomial equals to the irreducible factor of v C xY where
The following statement, determining the limit point of the specral radii of wild stars, describes the position of the spectral radii between the above bounds.
For brevity, let us denote by lFpFrF(f x) the largest positive real root of the polynomial f x. 
Write m m s t and by Boldt's reduction formula [2] we have
x Y and in view of (2),
which establishes the ®rst part of the proposition. In a similar manner, for s H s À 1Y we get the following relation 
Proof. We proceed similarly as in the proof of Proposition 2.6. Consider 
The following lemma expresses that the limit point of the spectral radius does not depend in some cases on the number of arms tending to in®nity. x À v C 1Ys 0Yk
x we can see that, using relation (1) and Lemma 2.8, v 
